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1. Introduction

Guayabero 1

is a Guahibo-Pamaguan language 2 spoken by an esti-

mated seven hundred persons who live scattered some two hundred
kilometers along the course of the Guaviare River below the town of

San Jose del Guaviare in Colombia. The purpose of this paper3
is to

present a description of the segmental phonology of Guayabero. Of
particular interest is the use of evidence drawn from the basic morpho-
phonemic processes of the language and from higher level phonological

features (including the rhythm structure) in the analyses of the segmen-
tal phonology.

2. Phonemes

2.1. Inventory of Phonemes. The phoneme inventory of Guayabero
includes seventeen consonants, six vowels, and the suprasegmental

phoneme of stress, as shown in table 1 on the following page.

2.2. Consonant Contrasts. Consonant contrasts are seen in the following

examples, where all seventeen consonant phonemes occur word initial-

ly in the stressed syllable: pa 'he shoots', ta 'he slices', kd-t 4
'a fish

(species)', 9am *grandfather', bd 'house', ddl 'fat', pa 'fibers', sat

'earth', cdma 'collared peccary', xdm 'you (singular)', hdl 'blood', man
'corn bread', ndnt 'he stands', rera 'red-capped parrot', Id 'he calls',

wdt 'older brother', ydwa 'a palm (species)'.

2.3. Vowel Contrasts. Vowel contrasts are seen in the following exam-
ples: ki 'he ties', kd 'he makes a shelter', hdl 'blood', hdl 'he un-

fastens', hul 'he climbs', hel 'new', met 'older sister', mit 'breast'.

2.4. Contrastive Stress. Contrastive stress is seen in the following exam-

ples: cika 'he chips', cakd 'he vomits', boca-t 'a fish (species)', bocdr

'a turtle', pdsa 'he arrived (going upriver away from speaker)', pasd
'salt lick'.
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TABLE 1

Phonemes

Consonants
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noted, however, that even though there is no direct relationship

between syllable and morpheme boundaries within a word, syllable

boundaries do correspond precisely with word boundaries. The location

of syllable boundaries can, therefore, be symbolized6 as follows, with

the word boundary symbol # necessary to specify the terminal syllable

boundary preceding pause:

(cv
(1) > $ / ( #

The syllable can be described as a sequence of segments composed
of an obligatory simple consonant onset margin, a nucleus of up to two
vowels, and an optional coda of up to two consonants. The Guayabero
syllable is concisely represented by the following formula:

(2) CVi(C(C))

The shapes, therefore, of syllables that may occur are:

(3) CV CVV
CVC CVVC
cvcc cvvcc

In this paper it is argued that viewing any sequence of vowels as a

diphthong composed of separate vowel segments in the complex
nucleus of the above described syllable produces the most consistent

and economical framework for describing the distribution of Guayabero
phonemes. Three arguments are presented to support this position.

3.1, Evidence from Stress Placement. The first argument for the pro-

posed syllable structure is based on the stress patterns and vowel

quality of certain Guayabero diphthongs. In Guayabero, diphthongs

occur almost exclusively in stressed syllables 7 and can be defined as

complex vocalic syllable nuclei containing two target positions s—
starting at or near the articulatory position of one vowel and moving to

or toward the position of another. In the analysis of Guayabero

diphthongs, a systematic difference was found among the vowels as to

their tendency to become glides. Some vowels are always stressed

when they occur in vowel sequences, whereas others are stressed or

glided depending on their position in the sequence and the quality of

the other member. Vowels are, therefore, ranked from strong to weak
on the basis of potential stress placement and glide potential in a

diphthong—stress tending to fall on the stronger vowel, and the weaker
vowel realized as a nonsyllabic glide for any occurrence of a diph-

thong. The vowels were grouped into three sets within the ranking
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order: (1) /*/, (2) Id and lol, and (3) /i,a,u/—where /i/, the strongest

vowel, is always stressed when it occurs in a vowel cluster; Id and lol

are equally ranked; and cluster-initial /a/ is stronger than HI and Ixxl,

cluster-final /a/ is stronger than /u/ but weaker than /i/, and /i/ and /u/

are equally ranked relative to each other when Ixxl precedes l\L Position

in the cluster is a factor in ranking, along with vowel quality, since

stress always falls on the initial member of geminate clusters as well as

on the first member in the sequence /ia/ and /ai/—the reverse combina-

tions of l\l and /a/. Although stress placement on diphthongs is,

therefore, predictable on the basis of the relative rank and position of

the vowels which comprise the diphthong, stress placement is variable

when the two vowel components of a diphthong are of equal rank,

whether with two equally weak vowels such as high noncentral Ixxl and

Ixl or two equally strong vowels such as mid noncentral Id and lol .

Although there is a greater probability of stress occurring on the first

vowel of the sequence lull and lod in closed syllables, in open syllables

stress placement of falling on either or both vowels of these sequences

is equally possible. (Due to typesetting considerations, stress is marked

by acute accents above both vowels of all sequences of lux/ and lod in

both phonemic and phonetic transcription—indicating that stress may
center on either nuclear element with the unstressed element becoming

a nonsyllabic onglide or offglide, or it may occur equally on both

vowels in any given occurrence, as seen in (4) below.) In the following

examples, note also that despite being in the nucleus of a stressed

syllable, the peak vowel in a diphthong is, in general, less tense than

its counterpart in the simple nucleus of a stressed syllable, though not

as lax as a corresponding vowel in an unstressed syllable:

(4a) tuila [t
h
uilA] ~ [t

hwilA] ~ [t
huyl\] 'twilight'

(b) ta-koew-in [t
hAkh 5ebin] - [t

hAkhwebin] - [t
hAk h6ybin]

4my brother'

These examples of varying stress placement on equally ranked

vowels indicate that both are vocalic and capable of receiving syllable

stress as equal members of a single complex syllable nucleus rather

than single vowels with w or y onglides or offglides. In an isolated

occurrence of a word such as (4b) takoewin, there is often no

distinction between the phonetic quality of the lod sequence and that

of the sequence loxl if the stress falls on the first vowel of the

sequence, or between its phonetic quality and that of a ue/ sequence if

the stress happens to fall on the second vowel of the sequence.

3.2. Evidence from the Patterning of Consonant-glide Sequences. Further

evidence for the viability of the VV syllable nucleus comes from an
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examination of sequences that might be interpreted as either Cy and
Or or palatalized and labialized consonants. In looking at these

sequences, we noted that they do not occur preceding vowel clusters

or other consonants, or syllable finally. Rather, they occur only before

certain simple vowel nuclei with potential Cy sequences occurring only

before lei and Ov occurring only before /i,e,4,a/, where C is almost any

consonant, as illustrated in the following examples:

(5a)
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stressed syllables contain simple or complex vowel nuclei, as in the

following:

(6a) na-ca-nae-kabhina-pon [natfAnaekhAbianAphdn] 'he teaches me'
(b) na-kicacahba-lis-on [nAk hi£AtfahbAli|on] 'he lied to me 1

(c) nik-nehxasink-on [niknehxA§inkhDn] *he loves us'

(d) nehcaxoila-nuil [nehcAxbllAninl]*they stood thinking
1

It has been mentioned above that vowel clusters occur almost exclu-

sively in stressed syllables (including secondarily stressed syllables

within the normal rhythm structure). Therefore, it should be noted that

the last example given above, (6d) nehcaxoilanuil, is a compound word
(nehcaxoil 'they think' + null

4

they stand
1

) which contains an

epenthetic vowel inserted to maintain the rhythm structure—clearly an

important feature of higher level Guayabero phonology.

To describe all vowel segments as nuclei of separate syllables would

not only ignore the evidence of the regular patterns of the rhythm

structure, but would require multiple syllable types with complex co-

occurrence restrictions regulating both syllable types and fillers. It is

clear from the above evidence of rhythm structure, stress, and

distribution that the syllable is the most adequate context for describing

the phonemes of Guayabero, and that a syllable with an obligatory

single consonant onset and a nucleus of up to two vowels produces the

most economical and consistent framework for describing their

distribution.

4. Distribution of Vowels

4.1. Guayabero Vowels as an Eight-vowel System. Guayabero has been

previously described as having an asymmetrical, eight-vowel system

composed of high, mid, and low front vowels; close high, open high,

and low central vowels; and high and mid back vowels, as seen in the

following chart: 9

(7)

i i u

t

e o

ae a

Although this analysis seems to be documented adequately and based

on accurate data, it results in an unusual pattern of distribution, as

illustrated by the following: (1) /ae/ and HI occur almost exclusively in
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stressed syllables; (2) A/ occurs in both stressed and unstressed sylla-

bles, but without the tense-lax allophonic distinction found between the

stressed and unstressed counterparts of all other Guayabero vowel

phonemes; and (3) although vowel clusters are common in Guayabero

and /ae,i,t/ occur frequently, they seldom or never occur contiguous to

other vowels, as can be seen in table 2.

TABLE 2

Vowel clusters with an eight-vowel system

i e ae i *. a u o

i ii ie — — — fa — —
e — — — — — 6a — —
ae — — — — — — — —
i — — — — — — — —
t ti — — — — — — —
a ai — — — — aa — —
u uf ue — — ut ua — —
o oioe — — — — — —

Consideration of these factors along with the fact that all other

Guahiban languages exhibit symmetrical six-vowel systems led to the

proposal of a six-vowel system in Guayabero.

4.2. Guayabero Vowels as a Six-vowel System. In a six-vowel system [ae]

is interpreted as having the underlying form /ae/, and [t] in stressed

syllables is interpreted as the diphthong lid and in unstressed syllables,

as an allophone of /*/, as shown in the following comparison:

(8) eight-vowel system six-vowel system

/ae/ [ae] ~~
[
3e] occurs only > /a/ + Id sequence of two

in stressed syllables. phonemes.

HI [r] occurs only in > /*/ [r] allophone of/*/,

stressed svllables. which occurs in stressed

syllables.

lil [+
a
] — [v] in stressed > HI + /a/ sequences of two

syllables. phonemes,
[i] in unstressed > [*] allophone of /*/, which
syllables and vowel occurs in unstressed

clusters. syllables and vowel

clusters.
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4.2.1. Phonological Evidence for a Six-vowel System. The underlying

diphthongs /ae/ and /4a/ have undergone almost complete fusion and are

realized as slightly lengthened monophthongs [ae*] and [-r] in many
environments. Phonetic evidence, however, remains to support the

claim that these represent /ae/ and /4a/ clusters, respectively. For

example, /ae/ is occasionally perceived as an open mid front vowel

having a quality almost identical to the unstressed variant of Id but

preceded by a slight schwa onglide, as in lae'? [1&*7
]

~~ [l
3e 7 ] 'piranha',

taeh-t [t
h£ht] — [t

hs£ht] 'sand'. Also, any vocalic release of a syllable-

final /h/ or HI following /ae/ has an open mid front [e] quality as does

the /h/ in that environment: taeh-t [t
h£het] 'sand'.

Finally, there is a rule in Guayabero whereby /w/ is realized as a

bilabial fricative [b] contiguous to stressed front vowels. Notice in the

following examples that the /w/ before [ae] in (9b) wael is realized as

the nonfricative variant [w] as in (a) wat, rather than the fricative

variant [b] as in (c) wek, which should occur if [ae] were a single front

vowel. On the other hand, the /w/ following [ae] in (e)
t?

ataewt and (f)

maraew is realized as the fricative [b] variant as expected following

front vowels. This is seen in (d) puewa, rather than the nonfricative [w]

variant seen in (g) ndw-am. Taken together, these two observations

imply that the underlying form of the vocalic nucleus of the stressed

syllable in (b) wael, (e) ?ataewt, and (f) maraew is a sequence of two

vowels, which begins with a nonfront vowel and ends in a front vowel,

although it is realized phonetically as [ae]:

(9a)
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Guayabero verbs have an auxiliary form that occurs with the simple

negative. The general rule for the derivation of the auxiliary form

involves adding a front vowel to the simple stem of the verb. The
height of this formative vowel is determined by the height of the last

vowel of the stressed syllable of the verb stem preceding the formative

vowel. If the stem ends in an unstressed vowel, the formative generally

replaces that vowel, and in other cases—where the stem ends in a

consonant or single stressed vowel—the formative is added directly to

the stem. In the following examples the formative is added directly to

the stem, which ends in either a consonant or a single stressed vowel:

(10a)

(b)

(c)

In the following set of examples, the formative vowel replaces the

stem-final unstressed vowel:

dull
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voiced consonant following a vowel cluster, the epenthetic process is

replaced by a glottal shift, which divides the members of the vowel

cluster as symbolized in example 12:

(12) [ C I f C
V V *> L+voiceJ > V *> V |+voic

12 3 4 13 2 4

This glottal shift process is seen in the following examples:

underlying surface

(13a) tatiaV > tati
t?

al [t
hAthpAl]

k

he split it in strips'

(b) tatiaV +/ > tatiaVi [t
h
At

h
i
A9k] 'they split it in strips'

(c) ntatiaH > 9itatPat [

<

>it
hAth*

l

>Al] 'clear'

(d) VtatfaV +ox > r\tat\a'Hox [^At^bx] 'it is clear'

In the above examples the quality of the stressed vowel of the diph-

thong shifts from lax to tense and the offglide is realized as the lax

nucleus of a separate unstressed syllable when the vowels are

separated by the glottal. These effects of the glottal shift clearly

indicate two things: first, that [i] and [t] should be analyzed as

allophones of a single phoneme since they can be seen to vary in

relation to the change in their environment; second, that the vocalic

nucleus of the stressed syllable of (13d) 9itatia'?lox, which is realized

phonetically as an open high central vowel with a slight neutral offglide

[*
3
], should be analyzed as the sequence /4a/ since the two members of

the underlying form can be separated by the glottal shift—paralleling

the separation of the sequence /ia/ by the glottal shift in (13a) tatl?al.

4.3. Distribution of Vowels in a Six-vowel System

TABLE 3

Vowel clusters with a six-vowel system
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The following examples correspond to the inventory of diphthongs

shown in table 3, moving from top to bottom beginning with the left

column:

///
,?

el 'he does not scrape it', kn
t}

e\ 'he does not tie it', kdi-n 'one

man\ kuidhil 'marmoset', matkoi 'day', kier 'a bird (species)', kaeps

'coatimundi', kuemc 'millipede', kokoep 'sparrow hawk', puir 'a tree

(species)', ?iam 'rain', beax-t 'a clay pot', b*a ? 'teeth', waa-t 'a manioc

squeezer', kudnar 'squirrel monkey'.

Concerning the potential vowel sequences, as can be seen in table 3,

the only geminate vowel clusters occurring in Guayabero are /aa/ and

/ii/, which are realized with stress on the first element and an offglide

on the second. The geminate cluster /aa/ contrasts with the single /a/ in

the following examples: waa-t [waA
t] 'a manioc squeezer', wdt [wat]

'older brother', sdat [saA
t] 'he divides, apportions', sat [sat] 'earth, the

earth', hdam [haAm] 'daughter, younger sister', ham [ham] 'immature,

unripe'. The analysis of possible geminate Ixxl clusters is discussed

together with back rounded offglides.

As is discussed in section 7.7, back and low central vowels with

back rounded offglides do in fact occur, but are interpreted as vowel +
/w/ rather than vowel + Ixxl or lol. In addition to morphophonemic
considerations, which will be discussed in section 9.3.1, the primary

motivation for this interpretation is the parallel evidence that sequences
of front or high central vowel /i,e,i/ + back rounded vowel /u,o/ do not

occur, whereas the phoneme /w/—realized as a bilabial fricative [b]

—

does occur following front and high central vowels, as in puew [p
ueb]

'dry leaves'. Also, the sequence /iaw/ occurs in a number of words, as

in siaw [siAU ] 'it is dry'. To interpret the rounded offglide [
v
] as a vowel

would result in a sequence of three^ vowels that does not occur other-

wise. Comparison with related languages shows a consistent correlation

of the Guayabero back rounded offglide with the consonant corres-

ponding in the other languages to the Guayabero /w/ in all cases where
cognates occur, as seen in the following sets 10 from Guahibo, Cuiba,

and Guayabero: tseva, seawa, siaw 'it is dry'; bdva, bdwa, bdw, 'sweet

manioc'; pihava, piowa, pih-ow 'his wife'; pova, powa, ha-pow, 'she'.

The analysis is further supported by evidence from the modification of

loan words, such as the proper name Mateo, which is pronounced
matew [mAth

eb], indicating that any potential sequence of vowel +
rounded vowel is manifested phonemically as vowel + /w/.

On the other hand, a high front nonsyllabic glide is always interpret-

ed as a vowel rather than as a consonant when it occurs syllable

finally, because it is capable of receiving syllable stress in that position

as mentioned in section 3.1. Furthermore, /i/-final vowel clusters occur
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preceding syllable-final consonant clusters where interpretation of the

nonsyllabic i'\l as a consonant would result in an otherwise nonoccur-

rent syllable-final sequence of three consonants, as seen in toink

[t
h
5lnk] 'thick'.

All of the possible /i/-final vowel sequences occur except Id + I'xl.

Although this sequence does occur phonetically, it is not considered a

separate phonemic sequence since /a/ in the sequence /ai/ tends to be

initiated from an intermediate position between [a] and [e] as a fronted,

lax low central vowel [a<] and both /ai/ and */ei/ fall within the range of

variation of the resulting vowel sequence. Although contrast between

the phonemes Id and /a/ is neutralized in this position, the sequence is

nevertheless interpreted as /ai/, because the neutralization is most logi-

cally the result of anticipatory movement of the lower nonfront vowel

toward the glide position: 9itpai [
9itp

hA<l ]
~~

[
9Uph

e l

] 'he teaches'.

5, Vowel Variants

The six Guayabero vowels all have tense-lax variants, with changes

in vowel quality correlated with degree of stress, so that the tense vari-

ants [i,e,i,a,u,o] are realized in stressed syllables and the lax variants

[i,£,*,a,u,d] in unstressed syllables, as in: didi-t [didit]
4

a mouse",

ne ?e [ne 7e] 'thorns', tihni [t
h
thni] 'village', kaka [k

hAkh
a] 'sloth', kukur

[k
hukhury ] 'delta gadflies', 9o ?dM [^ort] 'a fish (species)'.

Since degree of tenseness varies with degree of stress in Guayabero,

a vowel in the nucleus of a syllable bearing secondary stress is less

tense than its counterpart in the simple nucleus of a syllable bearing

primary word stress, but not as lax as a corresponding vowel in an un-

stressed syllable. Likewise, as has been mentioned in section 3.1, the

peak vowel of a stressed vowel cluster is somewhat less tense than a

single stressed vowel, but generally not as lax as an unstressed vowel:

nik-kahacuwaet [ni
v kkhAha

A
Cuw£t] 'he helps us',

kawiahnacemt [k
hAwi3hnA£emt] 'he questions'.

(The phonetic symbols in [nrkkhAha~tfuw£t] indicate a lowered V and a

raised a^ with secondary stress marked by a grave accent.) It is also

interesting to note that in a word that is derived by the combination of

two affixes, the stressed vowel is less tense than a corresponding vowel

with normal word stress, for example, pih-ow [p
hlhou

] 'his wife', which

is derived by combining the third person possessive prefix with the

feminine person marker.

It was noted in section 3.1 that the unstressed element of a vowel

sequence is realized as a nonsyllabic onglide or oflfglide. It should also

be noted that the vowel /a/ has two secondary variants, which result

through the influence of contiguous segments when it occurs in a vowel

sequence as the unstressed element following /i/. Paralleling the case
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where /a/ is realized as fronted close low central [a<] when it occurs

preceding /i/, as was mentioned in section 4.3, /a/ is likewise fronted

following l\l when it occurs preceding /n/, and it is realized as a backed

[a>] when it occurs preceding /w/. Although the resulting variants of /a/

in the sequences [t
A<n] and [t

A>u
] frequently fall within the range of vari-

ation of Id and lol respectively—and indeed have been interpreted as

*/ien/ and */fow/ by nonnative speakers' '—they are clearly conditioned

variants of /a/, as in mia [miA
] 'birds', mia-n [miA<n] 'a bird', sia [si A

]

'he wants it', sia-n [slA<n] 'I want \t\ pa-sia-wla [p
h Asi A>ulA] *he is

selfish'.

The conclusion that */ie/ and */fo/ do not occur in Guayabero is based

on three points. First, all potential occurrences of these sequences can

be logically explained as anticipatory movement of a neutral glide [a]

when a consonant is attached through suffixation to a morpheme that

ends in /fa/—with [a] becoming fronted [a<] through the conditioning

influence of the alveolar consonant /n/, or backed [a>] before the high

back glide [
u
] variant of /w/. Second, evidence has been presented in

section 4.3 to demonstrate that back vowels do not occur as the final

member of a vowel sequence. Third, it has been shown that Guayabero

vowels are ranked according to glide potential in vowel clusters (see

section 3.1). In the sequence ie the stress would be expected to fall on

e rather than / on the basis of rank. If la > iel n, it would be the only

case in Guayabero of contrastive stress on a single vowel cluster (ie

and *ie) as well as being the only vowel sequence which does not

contain a glide.

6. Distribution of Consonants

All seventeen consonant phonemes occur word initially as well as

initially in both stressed and unstressed syllables, with no apparent

restriction on distribution in relation to vowels. That is, although not

all consonants occur before all vowels in my data, there do not seem to

be any patterned cooccurrence restrictions between consonants and

vowels. For example, Is/ and Itl do not occur before the single vowel

/i/, but both may precede /{/-initial vowel clusters. In like manner, Ixl

and /w/ do not occur before certain single stressed vowels, which they

can precede in vowel clusters and unstressed syllables. Of all the

Guayabero consonants, lyl has the most limited distribution, occurring

only word initially and intervocalically before /e,a,o/ and unstressed /i/.

It is also the least frequent Guayabero consonant, occurring word

initially in only four words: yam 'squash' (a loanword), yd 'savanna',

yamxi 'children', and yawa 'palm tree (species)'. Since there is no clear

pattern in the nonoccurring sequences and /c,r,w/ and lyl are four of

the six least frequent phonemes—together accounting for only 8 per-
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cent of consonant occurrences—the nonoccurring sequences are more
probably the result of statistical rather than structural factors.

Ail consonants except lb/ and /y/ occur word finally. Also, Ibl and iyl

are the only consonants that do not occur in syllable-final consonant

clusters. Syllable-final consonant clusters occur only stem-finally and

are always in stressed syllables (see fn. 12).

TABLE 4

Syllable-final Consonant Clusters

CCptkdps x t

p
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'we see', xael-s 'we eat', napars 'an inedible berry (species)
1

, lows
'we enter', tip-x 'I die', plt-x 'I take it', liklikx 'parakeet', mmd-x *I

plant', 9ap-x 'I drink
1

,
Tisx 'I do, make', bi-plaec-x 'I take someone

away', wd/ix 'a bird (species)', toel-x 'I finish', huw-x '1 catch a fish',

take 'stupid
1

, puwis-c 'a little woman', kuemc 'millipede', cin 9ael~c

'small'.

It appears that the determining factor in allowable syllable-final con-

sonant clusters is generally the final consonant of the sequence, 12

which is limited to voiceless oral consonants (since the syllable-final

variant of /d/ is [9]). With the probable exception of /dAfinal clusters,

most of the nonoccurring sequences (represented by 'holes' in the

columns of voiceless oral consonant-final clusters in table 4) probably

result from either a limited corpus (as evidenced by the occurrence of

only two examples of Ipl as the second element of a syllable-final

consonant cluster and only two examples of an /x/-final consonant

cluster, which were not derived from the addition of the first person

exclusive marker -jc to a consonant-final verb stem) or other nonstruc-

tural reasons.

However, of the possible syllable-final consonants that do not occur

as the second element of a syllable-final consonant cluster, the voiced

consonants are restricted from doing so by patterned vowel epenthesis,

which will be discussed in section 9.3.1. Despite the common occur-

rence of epenthesis to break up nonoccurring syllable-final consonant

clusters, no examples have been found of an epenthetic vowel inserted

to break up a syllable-final cluster of two consonants if the second

consonant occurs in the cluster-final position of any other syllable-final

consonant cluster. For example, since /p/ occurs in syllable-final clus-

ters following /!/, vowel epenthesis does not occur separating /p/ from

clusters of /kp/, / 9p/, or any other preceding consonant, although epen-

thesis does occur separating cluster-initial /k/ and HI from consonants

other than /pi.

7. Consonant Variants

7.1. Voiceless Obstruents. Variants of the voiceless obstruents, namely,

bilabial /p/, dental /t/, velar /k/, and glottal /*>/, are as follows. The
obstruents /p,t,k/ are aspirated when they occur syllable initially; e.g.,

pa-mal [p
hamAl] 'her husband', tdka [t

hakhA] 'a shoulder
1

, tarkiwk

[t
h
fiAUk] 'he chops

1

, kal-t [k
h
alt] 'a water snail'. Along with all other

Guayabero consonants, the obstruents exhibit secondary labialization 13

when contiguous to a stressed, rounded vowel within the same syllable:
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puka [p
h
iik

h
A] 'a lagoon', popupl-in [p

h
op

h
uplin] 'a wood-boring weevil',

tuha [t
huhA] 'an armadillo', capo-t [£Aph6t] 'a mirror', kop-t [k

h6gt] 'a

giant ant', taknuk [t
hAknuk] 'he stands watching'. The glottal obstruent,

HI, may be realized with voiced or voiceless partial rearticulation of

the preceding vowel when it occurs in the final margin of a stressed

syllable: co 9-t [g6*>°t] - [go^'an ear\ bia^t [bt'^t] - [bi3^] 'a

tooth'. Elsewhere the voiceless obstruents have their normal phonetic

realizations: dip [dep] *a demon', sat [s£t] 'earth', wek [b£k] 'he

hunts', ta-n ?emk [t
hAn 7emk] 'my sister's son (female speaker)*, ko ?tiya

[k^^iyA] 'fingers', pa 7iwlax [p
hA^blAx] 'jealousy'.

7.2. Voiced Obstruents. Variants of the voiced obstruents, bilabial /b/

and dental /d/, are as follows.

The bilabial Ibl has its normal phonetic realization in all occurrences

except in a very restricted environment preceding stressed, high central

vowels followed by /9/. In this latter case [b] varies freely with bilabial

implosive [6]: bhi'?a-t [K^At] — [bi^At] 'a shelter', budrpa [buAfphA] 'an

eel', barix-t [brixt] *a knee', tabt-t [t
hAbk] 'an egg'.

The phoneme /d/ has two principal allophones: voiced dental obstru-

ent [d] occurs syllable initially, and voiceless interdental fricative [0]

occurs syllable finally in stressed syllables: dal [d£1] 'fat', nehcadit

[nehfcAdit] 'he remembers', dolt-bic [doltbid] 'reach out!', mathm-de
[mAthlnde] 'search!', rmad [mi30] 'a hole', nud [nuG] 'an ocelot, a

jaguar', toed-t [t
h5e0t] 'a root', bend-hit [benOhit] 'wax'. Despite the

limitation of [6] to stressed syllables, it appears on the basis of the

following examples that syllable position, rather than preceding stress,

is the relevant conditioning factor:

(14a) duind-hit [diinOhit] *a pineapple'

(b) nan-de [nande] 'stand up!'

Although [d] and [9] are found in complementary distribution and, on

the basis of economy and native reaction, are best analyzed as allo-

phones of a single phoneme, it is interesting to note the lack of symme-

try of the voiced obstruents. IAI never shifts from syllable-final to

syllable-initial position with alternation between its corresponding

allophones as is common for all other stem-final consonants, which

have allophonic variants conditioned by syllable position when vowel-

initial suffixes are added to consonant-final stems. Rather, we find that

Guayabero has a morphophonemic process that ensures that [0] is

maintained in syllable-final position. This process is discussed in

section 9.3.2.
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7.3. Fricatives and Affricates. Variants of the fricatives and affricates,

namely, bilabial fricative Ipl, alveolar fricative Is/, alveopalatal affricate

/£/, velar fricative /x/, and glottal fricative /h/ are as follows.

The bilabial Ipl has its normal phonetic realization in all environ-

ments, although contrast with Ipl for many lexical items is highly

variable among different speakers. For example, although some words,

such as p*-x |p*x] 'I blow' and tapipl-in [t
hApiphn] 'fleas' are

pronounced with Ipl by all speakers, and Ipl and Ipi are clearly

contrasted by everyone in the words pot jp5
l

] 'black* and poi [p
h
$]

'white', a number of other words, such as pa ?t 'she braids
1

, polha

'vine snake', poes-t 'honey bee', po'?a 'he discards', are consistently

pronounced with Ipl by some speakers and with Ipl by others.

Alveolar Is/ is realized as alveopalatal [§] contiguous to a front vowel

or when it occurs in a consonant sequence contiguous to a front vowel.

Elsewhere it has its normal phonetic realization: sasPw-it [sA§i 9bit] *a

hummingbird', hisba-t [hi§bAt] 'a woodpecker', pi ?sk-as [p
hP§khAs] 'it

floats downriver', wiahnawet-s-on [wHinAbetSon] 'he is awaited', saxa

[saxA] 'a fermented drink', ?ds [
9as] 'dirt', makanot-s [makhAn6ts]

'they are chosen'.

The affricate Itl has two principal allophones. Alveopalatal [t] occurs

contiguous to a front vowel, in consonant sequences contiguous to a

front vowel, and in free variation with alveolar [c] word initially

preceding nonfront vowels. Elsewhere its phonetic realization is [<£]:

pa-cem [p
hAcem] 'it is good', cin?ael-c [5in 9£lc] 'small', cah-t [caht] —

[tfaht] 'a bee', caco ?w-at [6\£6'>WAt] —[0Ag6'>WAt] 'a butterfly', piniac

[puuA
£] 'deep', kakock [k

hAkho£k] 'soft', halhamc [hAlhamtf] 'a child'.

It should be pointed out in passing that the allophones of the

phoneme Itl and the consonant sequence /ts/ exhibit identical phonetic

realizations in all environments and are indistinguishable in either

normal or precise speech. On the basis of consistent native reaction as

well as the regular patterns of Guayabero syllable structure and

morphological considerations, which will be discussed in sections 9.1.1

and 9.3.1.2, the sequence /ts/ is proposed only across morpheme
boundaries, with all occurrences of [c] or [£] within a morpheme
interpreted as a single segmental unit. In the following it is clear by

comparing example (b) with (a) and (c) with (d), that identical surface

forms are derived from distinct underlying forms in examples (b) and

(c):

(15a)
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(See section 9.1.1 for discussion of the alternation of /s/ with It/ before

IV.)

Velar Ixl has its normal phonetic realization in all environments: xdla

[xalA] 'an egret', nehxaehw-as [nehx£hwAs] 'he is saddened', coxa

[£oxa] 'a purse', toix-t [t
h
5lxt] 'a thicket'.

The glottal fricative Ihl has the quality of the preceding vowel when
the /h/ occurs syllable finally, and of the following vowel when it

occurs syllable initially. It is partially or completely coarticulated with

the unstressed final vowel of a preceding vowel cluster if Ihl occurs

syllable finally or when the vowel has the same quality as the ensuing

vowel if Ihl occurs syllable initially. When it occurs intervocalically, Ihl

may be realized with light voicing. It may exhibit voiced or voiceless

partial rearticulation of the preceding vowel when it occurs in the final

margin of a stressed syllable: huim-t [humt] 'the sun, the moon',

pinahom [p
hlnAfi6m] — [p

hlnAhom] 'a rattlesnake', makleh [mAkleh] 'an

alligator', moiht [m3lh lt] ~~ [m5*ht] 'he sleeps
1

, biaha [bi A fiA] — [bi AhA]

'he swallows them\ biah-im [biA fum]~~ [bfAhim] 'swallow them!'

7.4. Nasals. The nasals, bilabial Ixxd and alveolar /n/, have their normal

phonetic realizations in all environments: namamot-s [namAm6ts] 'he is

avenged', min [mm] 'water', mam-t [mamt] 'a trail'.

7.5. Flaps. Variants of the alveolar flap Ixl are as follows. The flap Ixl is

realized with secondary palatalization when it occurs syllable finally

following high vowels, which often results in a voiced or voiceless high

front vocalic release. 14 Word finally preceding pause, the flap [f] freely

varies with voiceless trill [R], Elsewhere it has the normal phonetic

realization: raroi-c [rAfD'fi] 'a small beach-bird', w4r [wfPi] ~~ [wlp] ~~

[w*R] 'a dog', kaecir 9ama [k
hae5iPl9amA] — [kh

aettfy I
9amA] 'throat',

kamndr [k
hAmnaf] — [k

hAmnaR] 'spoonbill'.

7.6. Laterals. The lateral IV has its normal phonetic realization in all

environments except preceding /s/, where it is either simultaneously

articulated with the Is/ or it is elided. It is unclear to me at this point

whether this is a case of fusion or elision, but I am generally unable to

perceive any trace of the l\l in normal speech, being aware of its

* presence' in a word only because of acquaintance with other forms of

the word which lack the /s/: lawt [la ut] 'he burns it',
t?

aldl
[
9Alal] 'a

deer', peh-lewla [p
hehleblA] 'he has fear', hdlk [halk] 'he harvests',

/waelt/ [w£lt] 'he leaves it behind', waels 9el [w£S 9el] 'he does not

leave it behind'.
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7.7. Semivowels. Variants of the semivowels, rounded bilabial semi-

vowel /w/ and unrounded palatal semivowel /y/, are as follows. The
semivowel /w/ is realized as a voiced bilabial fricative [b] when it

occurs following a front or high central vowel or preceding a stressed

front vowel. When it occurs in a syllable-final margin following a back

or low vowel, it is realized as a high back rounded offglide [°].
15

Elsewhere it has its normal phonetic realization: wiam [bi Am] 'whip-

worms', halwek [hAlbek] 'he hunts', nawel [nAbel] 'the Guaviare

River
1

,
?alpuew [

9Alphueb] 'grubworms*, babeh-ciw [bAbehcib] 'evil

men', now-x [no ux] 'I cry', piawt [p
h
l
AO

t] 'his older brother', wat [wat]

'older brother'.

The palatal semivowel lyl has its normal phonetic realization in all

environments: yd [yo] 'a savanna', buya [buyA] 'an arrow'.

8. Suprasegmentals

8.1, Primary Word Stress. Although primary word stress is not pre-

dictable in Guayabero—the syllable bearing primary word stress can

occur word initially, medially, or finally with no cooccurrence restric-

tions—it always occurs on either the ultimate or penultimate syllable of

the grammatical stem, thereby identifying the stem in speech. Further-

more, syllable-final consonant clusters occur only in stem-final syllables

bearing primary stress, so the maximum expansion of a syllable is

always associated with primary stress. Stems are found having as many
as five syllables, and three monosyllabic prefixes and four single

segment or monosyllabic suffixes can be attached .
16 For example:

(16a) na-ki-kahacuwaet'lis-on 'he helped me do it'

(b) nik'ca-nae-kab4ana-m-pik-kat- 9is 'will you still

continue to teach us?'

(c) ki-to 9a-kac~lis-on-i 'surely he sent

them to do it'

(d) na-bix-xa-to'>a-pi 'they sent me a message'

(e) td
t?

a '(he, they) send or

command'

8.2. Rhythm Group (phonological word). Just as segments pattern in

clusters to form and define syllables, syllables pattern together in

rhythm units to form rhythm groups, which generally correspond to

grammatical words and are, therefore, referred to as phonological

"words." 17 A phonological word in Guayabero is defined as an obliga-

tory single nuclear syllable, marked for primary stress, that has

optional prenuclear and postnuclear margins and boundaries discernible
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by regular patterns of the rhythm structure. Within a word, any

syllable contiguous to the peak syllable is unstressed. Any other

prenuclear syllables pattern as doublets—pairs of syllables composed of

a syllable with secondary stress and an unstressed syllable, which

alternate in sequence—preceding the peak syllable. Following the peak

syllable, however, any additional syllables will also be unstressed

except for the final syllable of the word, which bears secondary stress.

Assuming that the maximum potential expansion of a Guayabero word
would have three monosyllabic prefixes, a stem of five syllables, and

four monosyllabic suffixes, the structure of the Guayabero rhythm

group (phonological word) can be symbolized 1 ** as follows:

(17) (Si(sS)
2
s)S(s(s^S))

Margins of five syllables are the maximum that have been observed in

normal speech settings, although it has been possible to elicit longer

sequences from some speakers. For example, the rhythm structure of

the Guayabero words in example 16 is as follows:

(16a 1

) nakikahacuwaettisdn sSsSsSsS

(b') ntkcanaekabianampikkat Tis SsSsSsssS

(

c

!

) kito ?akaclisom sSssssS

(d') nabixxato ?api sSsSsS

(e 1

) to 7a Ss

Primary stress is marked by intensity and has concomitant higher

pitch and increased length as well as the associated change in vowel

quality mentioned in section 5. Secondary stress is marked by a

combination of higher pitch, increased length, and an intermediate

degree of change in vowel quality. A vowel cluster has the same length

as a stressed single nucleus.

8.3. Phonological Units above the Word Level. I have observed phono-

logical units above the word level, which correspond generally to the

grammatical phrase, clause, sentence, and paragraph. These units are

defined by patterns of length, intensity, and intonation, which overlie

the rhythm structure of the included phonological words. The phono-

logical phrase consists of one obligatory nuclear word and an optional

prenuclear margin of one or more words. The peak of the phrase is

marked by increased intensity on the stressed syllable of the nuclear

word. The phonological clause consists of one obligatory nuclear

phrase and an optional prenuclear margin of one or more phrases. The

nuclear clause of the phonological sentence, which occurs sentence
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finally, has an optional postnuclear margin composed of one or more
phrases. The peak of the clause is marked by higher pitch and

increased length on the stressed syllable of the nuclear word of the

clause nucleus.

Two basic pitch contours are used in normal speech in Guayabero:

(1) a level final pitch contour occurs both on phrases that are not in the

postmargin of a clause and on clauses which are not sentence final; and

(2) a falling final pitch contour occurs both on phrases in postnuclear

clause margins (i.e., phrases follow the sentence peak), and on the

nucleus of the final clause of the sentence. With level contour the pitch

of the stressed syllable of the last word of the phrase continues to the

juncture at the end of the word. With falling contour a down-glide

following the peak of the stressed syllable of the last word of the

phrase drops two pitch levels and is maintained until the juncture at the

end of the word. The peak of the sentence is marked by the

combination of high pitch and a falling final pitch contour on the final

word of the nuclear phrase of the last clause of the sentence. For

example:

(18a) ?H hAp h
i'lin \arhA wr.tll cPk h

<\l
?ttlr

Ak hM III

232 3 23 °1 23 3°l-3 3

firefly travels when really shines-he

'When the firefly flies around, he really shines/

hvb hom 9ee:c II p
hehmcv<tl httbr 9

t Xi\go:ll ?ae't III

2 3 °1 3 °2 3 2 3°l-3 °2-4

people say evil spirits fire-body carry-come say

The people say, "The evil spirits come carrying torches."

(b) ^xld'l yd't
hAt larh*\ wr.tll hvb

32 2 3 2 3 °1 2

deer savanna-in travel when people

p hd .7m 1
,?

tsvl xk' l'vhw<\ III

°l-3 3 2 °2-4 4

shoot( them)-they eat to

'When deer walk in the savanna, the people shoot them to eat/

The only known case where the peak of the phonological phrase

does not occur on the peak of the phonological word is that of the

relative clause. With the relative clause, both the introductory relative

marker, /i/, and the clause-final person marker are realized with in-

creased length and high pitch, and the person marker, which bears the

phrase stress, is also characterized by increased intensity, as in the
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following:

( 19) nth ,?

a:xl ?rht shp h6:nll tH:pliso'nlll

2 °2 12 2 °I
"

°l-3Y
your father who-kill want-he died-he

'The one who wished to kill your father has died.'

The paragraph boundary is marked by a relative increase in pitch

intervals and heavier prominence of the nuclear peaks accompanied by
a momentary quickening of the tempo in the initial sentence of the

paragraph. Toward the end of the paragraph there tends to be a slight

flattening of pitch intervals and a general attenuation in speech.

9. Morphophonemics

All the general morphophonemic processes known to occur in

Guayabero are discussed to some extent in this section or have already

been presented. The primary purpose of this section is not, however,

just to describe Guayabero morphophonemics, but to present the

relevant morphophonemic evidence needed to support choices between

alternate analyses of the segmental phonology of Guayabero.

9.1. Alternation Processes. Two types of morphophonemic alternation

occur in Guayabero. One process involves the alternation of a single

phoneme with another phoneme, and the other involves phonemically

conditioned alternations of a set of morphemes.

9.1.1. Alternation of lil with Isi before lil. The phoneme lil varies freely

with the phoneme /s/ when HI occurs in an unstressed syllable in which

it is not directly preceded by a stressed vowel, as in calak [cAlak] —
[CAlak] — [sAlak] 'he sits', cilihwa [cdihwA] — [SiIHiwa] 'why?', tip-kac

[t
hipkhA0] ~ [t

h*pkhAs] 'perhaps he is dead'. Moreover, lil is almost

always realized as /s/ in either stressed or unstressed syllables when it

occurs before lil or /n/, as in boec [b£c] 'seeds
1 + lil 'singular' > baes-t

[baest] 'seed', waec [w£c] 'summer' + tat 'in' >waes-tat [w£sth
At] 'in

the summer', tamac [t
h
Amatf] 'alone', tamds-n-am [t

hAmasnAm] 'you

are a loner'. However, in the precise speech of older speakers, there

remains a perceptible distinction between lil and Isl before lil and the

orthographic symbol for HI is consistently selected in writing lit/

clusters.

When a Guayabero verb ends with a lil, the auxiliary form ends in

/s/, which is an exception to the general rule, in section 4.2.2, which

derives the auxiliary by adding a formative vowel to the simple stem.

For example:
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unstressed /a/ is retained: barix-t [bfixt] — [bAfixt] 'a knee\ tardp

[t
hfap] — [t

hAfap] 'cockroaches'.

(2) Certain Guayabero adjectives that precede a noun have alternate

forms depending on the stress pattern of the noun. Although the noun
and adjective both carry primary word stress and can be demonstrated

to be separate words grammatically and phonologically, the rhythm

pattern extends across the word boundary. The noun and adjective

function together in a larger rhythm pattern, which precedes the peak

syllable of the noun and follows the SsS rhythm discussed in section

8.2. A monosyllabic form of the adjective occurs with nouns which

begin with an unstressed syllable, as in examples (22a) and (b). In

order that the rhythm structure may be preserved, an unstressed sylla-

ble is added to the adjective when it occurs with nouns that begin with

a stressed syllable, as seen in examples (c) and (d):

(22a)
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the unstressed vowel of the syllable immediately preceding stress is

deleted along with the / 9/ of the preceding syllable if a HI occurs. The

remaining vowel retains the height feature of the highest of the two

central vowels. That is, if a high central vowel occurs in either or both

of the two syllables preceding primary stress before deletion, the

quality of the remaining vowel is high central after the deletion

process. The quality of the remaining vowel is low central only if both

vowels are low central. The dominance of /*/ over /a/ is probably due to

the same factors that control the ranking of vowels in* diphthongs.

Examples of this deletion process, with the prefixes xa- 'to carry', ca-

Mnside', bP- 'to accompany', ta- "to be controlled by', bix- 'speech',

nae- 'hearing
1

, and na- 'reflexive or singular nonthird person object

marker' are as follows:

(24a)
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begin with the more demonstrable case of the affixes, then move to the

stems and geminate consonants to demonstrate that parallel processes

occur.

9.3.1.1. Vowel Epenthesis Preceding Voiced Single-consonant Suffixes. I

mentioned above that voiced consonants cannot occur as the second

element of a syllable-final consonant cluster because of patterned vowel

epenthesis (see discussion in sect. 6.1 concerning the syllable-final

consonant clusters listed in table 4). As seen in the following examples,

a number of voiced consonants occur as suffixes, including -n 'mascu-

line', -w 'feminine', and -m 'second person':

(25a)
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stem-final voiced consonant following an unstressed vowel can general-

ly be explained in terms of ihe same rules given above—as epenthetic

vowel insertions to prevent the formation of syllable-final consonant

clusters with cluster-final voiced consonants, which in this case occur

in the underlying base form of the stem—with the addition of two simi-

lar rules to cover the syllable-final voiced consonants IV and IvL

Preceding 1, a is inserted if the previous vowel is a nonfront vowel, and

/ is inserted if the previous vowel is a front vowel, and a is inserted

preceding IvL Examples of the epenthetic vowels include:

(27) underlying
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(b)

>aekr + /
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attached to a stem-final consonant cluster in which the second conso-

nant element is [9], an h is inserted preceding the epenthetic vowel in

syllable-initial position in the suffix, as in mhtd + m > miadham

[m439hAm] 'you dig
1

, duind 'pineapples' +t > duindhit [d0in9hit]
4

a

pineapple'. The result of this inserted h is to maintain the [9] in

syllable-final position and, therefore, in complementary distribution

with [d] as an allophone of the phoneme /d/.

Notes

1 The earliest presumed record of the Guayabero is of a contact by Dr. Crevaux in 1881

with a group that he referred to as the Kunimia. This contact occurred on the Guayabero

River above the present location of San Jose. See Crevaux (1882). The Guayabero

recognize the Kunimia as a subgroup whose membership was decimated by disease and

other factors during the settlement of their territory around San Jose some forty years

ago. There is no further mention in the literature concerning the Guayabero until a word

list of less than 100 words, collected near the same location and published in 1938 by

Peregrino Ossa V., a Colombian engineer. For historical information see Ortiz (1965).

For the word list see Ossa (1938) and Rivet (1948).

2 Tax (1960:434).

3 The data for this article were gathered during field trips from March 1977 to December

1980 under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. Initial field work and

analysis relevant to this article were carried out by John and Adreanna Waller from 1966

to 1973. 1 wish to acknowledge their substantial contribution. For the results of their

analysis see Waller and Waller (1976). Principal sources of data were Vicente Gomez,

Alberto Patino, and Moises Torres. I am also grateful to Donald Burquest and Kenneth

Pike for their suggestions in the early stages of analysis and to Ruth Brend and Stephen

Walter for assistance in the preparation of this article.

4 Hyphens indicating morpheme boundaries have been inserted in the phonemically tran-

scribed examples since morpheme boundaries are often relevant to the discussion. The

hyphen, however, is not a phonemic symbol, morpheme boundaries do not necessarily

cooccur with syllable boundaries, and the presence of morpheme boundaries does not

generally affect the phonetic realization of segmental phonemes.

It should also be noted that even indivisible unit morphemes often require lengthy

English glosses for the following reasons: Guayabero verbs often have alternate forms to

indicate subject or object number; third person subject and object markers function pri-

marily on the discourse level and are, therefore, optional on any isolated occurrence of a

verb: and some Guayabero motion verbs have alternate forms to indicate both direction

and speaker orientation.

5 See section 9.2.1 concerning sequences of oral obstruent + «+/•/# V, which are

realized phonetically as word-initial consonant cluster: obstruent + r. This analysis was

first suggested to me by Sean Boisen.

6 The syllable boundary symbol $ is taken from Hooper (1972:526) who credits T.

Venneman with its introduction for this function in an unpublished doctoral dissertation:

''German Phonology, " UCLA, 1968. Subscript numbers, as in CV ] (C(O) and elsewhere

throughout this paper, indicate the lower limit and superscript numbers impose the upper

limit of occurrences for the unit symbolized.

7 Diphthongs occur in over 18 percent of the words in a corpus of over four thousand

entries with the diphthong receiving primary word stress in over 98 percent of the words
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in which diphthongs occur. There are only three cases where the primary stress falls on a

simple vowel nucleus and leaves the diphthong in a stem or premargin without secondary

stress: wiibux 'giant bamboo', nae-wet 'he listens', and huihpim-s 'he becomes ill*. The
remaining examples of diphthongs not carrying primary stress usually involve compound
stems in which the diphthong is realized with regular secondary stress of the rhythm

pattern of the Guayabero stress group, with primary stress occurring on the ultimate or

penultimate syllable of the stem: nehtaxoila-nuU 'they stand thinking', wiahnawet 'he

asks', and ca-nae-kabkina 'he teaches'.

8 Lehiste and Peterson (1961:277).

9 Waller and Waller ( 1976).

10 Christian and Matteson (1972:155-59), Kerr and Berg ( 1973:93. 94), Kondo and Kondo

(1972:94,95).

11 Waller and Waller (1976:53). See also section 4.3 of this article tor discussion related

to the nonoccurrence of a phonemic sequence /i/ + tot.

12 Comparison of cognates from other Guahiban languages indicates that, in Guayabero,

syllable-final consonants and consonant clusters originated through vowel deletion. Com-
pare, for example, the Guahibo, Cuiba, and Guayabero words: huameto, hometo , huim-t

'sun'. Syllable-final consonants are limited to /n/, /nV, and Ibl in Cuiba, while closed

syllables do not occur in Guahibo. See Christian and Matteson (1972:154-59) for a

comparative word list of Guahibo, Cuiba, and Guayabero.

13 Labialization occurs as a secondary articulatory feature of all Guayabero consonants

in the above described environment; therefore, it is not included under variants of each

consonant.

14 All the alveolar consonants are strongly palatalized following high front vowels in

Guayabero, but only in the case of the flap Irl does this secondary articulatory feature

have significant phonological implications.

15 The basis for interpreting this offglide as a consonant is discussed in sections 4.3 and

9,3.1. It is phonetically similar to the offglide in the American English "long o," as in the

word 'toe'. It can be seen to contrast with its absence in wiibux [wtlbiix] 'giant bamboo'

and habiiwx [hAhu 1^] 'I sing', in which the velar fricative Ixl is labialized only where

contiguous to the rounded vowel.

16 Guayabero is an agglutinative language: all nouns and verbs are subject to the

attachment of multiple prefixes and suffixes. The resulting syllables have equal probabil-

ity of displaying an acceptable sequence of segments in all positions of the word, with no

cooccurrence restrictions and only those phonetic alternations that are consistent with

the general morphophonemic rules of the language. Guayabero has no vowel-initial words

or prefixes since all syllables have an obligatory initial consonant margin, and all suffixes

are either consonant initial or have an alternate form that occurs when the suffix is

attached to an open syllable. Compare, for example, nuk-nyn 'he stands' with la+pon 'he

calls'. Also, see section 9.1.2 for further discussion.

17 See Pike (1976:114).

18 In the symbolized description of the structure of the Guayabero rhythm group,

(S£(sS)2
s)S(s(sJS)), S indicates a syllable with primary stress. 5 a syllable with secondary

stress; and s, an unstressed syllable. Subscript and superscript numbers are explained in

note 6.

19 The other four third-person markers are alternate forms of those given in section 9.1.2.

They include the plural diminutive -paex, -aex, and three neuter forms. These are

occasionally used to distinguish between regular and diminutive plural or various neuter

objects in a discourse—most often in the form of demonstrative pronouns since the same

person markers are used to derive demonstrative pronouns as are used as subject and

object verb markers, as, for example, in hapi 'those' and }ampaex these small ones'.
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Two of the neuter forms are determined by the phonetic shape of their referent noun,

with -pot, -ot, used with neuter nouns ending in /t/, and -ptap, -iap, used with neuter

nouns ending in /p/. The other alternate neuter form is used exclusively to refer to

bananas, as, for example, in ha-xot duk-ia 9 '(the banana stalk) hangs there'.
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